Multistage interconnection networks (MINs) are used to connect N inputs to N outputs. They are mainly used to connect processor to processor and for processor to memory in distributed and shared memory environment. The MINs are broadly divided into three categories Blocking Non Blocking and Rearrangeable networks. A new improved Arbitrary size Benes network has been proposed in this to improve the permutation capabilities and to reduce the cost of existing Arbitrary Size Benes Network.
INTRODUCTION
A network is said to be Rearrangeable Non Blocking if it can realize all possible permutation between all possible input and output pairs. [3, 1, 10, 12] Benes networks are the example of such kind of networks. A Benes network is a special instance of CLOS network. In Benes network a set of paths exist between inputs and outputs. So there are no of ways and no of possibilities exists in Benes network to fulfill a output request. If a Benes network consists of 2 inputs and 2 outputs then It contains 2r-1 level of switches and each level contain 
Arbitrary size Benes network
According to Benes topology the size of the Benes network is always the power of 2. This is a kind of restriction which led's to the wastage of resources. For example in some cases the requirement of the network is not in even number but due to size restriction the designed network is in power of 2 so the remaining nodes always remain idle. The Arbitrary size Benes network provide us the facility to design any size of network it can be of even size or odd size. [1, 6, 11, 13] of switches similarly lower inputs. The next connections are according to Benes networks the middle input which makes network a odd network is connected to both upper and lower networks. For example consider a 9*9 Arbitrary size Benes network the connection according to our strategy is shown in figure 3.
Fig 3: Improved Arbitrary size Benes network
In above figure the upper network contain 0 to 3 inputs and lower network contain 5 to 8 inputs the upper networks inputs are connected to A and B switches while lower network input are connected to C and D switches while the 4 input is connected to both networks by U switch similarly outputs are connected to Q and R switches in upper network and to S,T in lower network.
PERMUTATION CAPABILITY OF IMPROVED ARBITRARY SIZE BENES NETWORK

Permutation capability Permutation capability
means how many input requests occurring simultaneously at the input are able to pass through a given network and how many of them will successfully mature i.e. will reach their destination. [2] 2.2 Path The way used by the signal to reach from source to destination.
Path length
Length of the path followed by the signal.
Assumptions
Path
In path if straight state of switch X is used by the signal then X is used in path if exchange state is used by signal then X' is used in path for example consider switch A as shown in figure 4.
Fig 4: Switch A
In first that is in case of exchange we will use A' in path. In second means in case of straight we will use A' in path. [7] 
Path length

The path length is considered to be half if signal enters as a input and comes out as a output from the switch.  One when signal goes from switch to switch.  Negligible inside the switch . 
COST COMPARISON
To compare the cost we have taken three different size Arbitrary size and Improved Arbitrary size Benes network and calculate their path lengths, average path lengths and no of switches used. The results are shown in the form of a tables and graphs below. So it clear from above graphs that the Improved Arbitrary size Benes network uses less switches to achieve the target and also provide better path length compared to the Arbitrary size Benes network. so Improved Arbitrary size Benes network is efficient and cost effective compared to the Arbitrary size Benes network.
CONCLUSION
With the help of Arbitrary size Benes we are able to design a Benes network of any size. A New Improved Arbitrary size Benes network has been proposed and analyzed. Three sizes (3, 5, 9) of both networks has been compared and analyzed. From calculations of number of switches and path length of both networks it has been concluded that Improved Arbitrary size Benes network uses less switches and having shorter path length compared to the Arbitrary size Benes network. So Improved Arbitrary size Benes network is more efficient and cost effective as compared to Arbitrary size Benes network.
